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1. Introduction. This paper contains proofs of the results announced in [5]

concerning nonisomorphic pure subgroups of primary groups with prescribed

socles. In fact, in the present paper, we strengthen and generalize the main theorem

of [5]. In addition, we establish the existence of a surprising abundance of essentially

indecomposable groups and give a rather simple and general construction of

infinite reduced primary groups without proper isomorphic subgroups. Some

consideration is also given to those primary groups having the property that

all their subsocles support pure subgroups. Although our most important results

relate to primary groups with countable basic subgroups, they can clearly be

generalized to groups having K0 as their critical number. A less trivial general-

ization to primary groups having greater cardinality than their basic subgroups

is mentioned in our final section. All in all, this paper might be considered as one

further contribution toward demonstrating the complexity of the structure of

uncountable primary groups; for example, our Theorem 2.7 constitutes the most

striking evidence known to the authors of the inadequacy of the Ulm factors of an

uncountable primary group in determining the group.

All groups are assumed to be primary abelian groups for some fixed prime p,

and all topological references are to the />-adic topology. We follow the notation

and terminology of [3]. The cardinal 2S° is denoted by c. We shall call S a sub-

socle of the primary group Gif S is a subgroup of G[p]. A subsocle S supports a

subgroup H if H[p] = S. A subsocle S of G will be said to be a discrete subsocle

if S C\p"G = 0 for some positive integer n and a dense subsocle if S is dense in

G[p] (relative to the p-adic topology of G). A noteworthy property of dense sub-

socles is the following: if S is a dense subsocle of G and H is a neat subgroup of G

supported by S, then H is a pure subgroup of G (see [6]). Finally, recall that a

group is said to be essentially indecomposable if every direct decomposition of

the group involves a bounded summand.

2. Pure subgroups with prescribed socles. If G is a countable reduced primary

group and if G1 = 0, then each subsocle of G supports, up to isomorphism, a
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unique pure subgroup of G. In this section, we show that this is not at all the case

if we relax the condition to that of G having a countable basic subgroup. We

begin with a technical lemma which will be used in this, as well as a later, section.

Lemma 2.1. Let S be a subsocle of a primary group G and suppose, for an

infinite cardinal m, that [Hx~]xe A is a collection of subgroups of G such that

(i)  \A\ = m;
(ii) | pHx n S | = m for each aeA;

(iii) {Hx[p~\,S} # G[p~\for each aeA.

Then there are 2'"*' linearly independent subsets L = [ga~\XEA of G such that,

for each aeA,

(a) 0(gx) = p2;

(b)gxe{Hx,G[p-]};

(c) pgxeS;

(à) g.t{H.,S};
and such that no two distinct such subsets generate with G[p] the same subgroup

ofG.

Proof. We may assume that A is the initial segment of all ordinals less than p,

where p does not exceed the first ordinal of cardinality m. Now suppose that

ß < p and that we have chosen xx and x'x in G for each a < ß such that the set

[xx,x'x\x<ß is linearly independent and such that gx = xx or x'a satisfies conditions

(a)-(d) for each a < ß. Since \ß\ < m, | 2Zx<ß({xx} + {x'x})\ < m, and therefore,

because of (ii), there is a subgroup {yß} + {y'ß} of order p2 in pHß n S having

trivial intersection with the subgroup *£x<ß({xx} + {x'x}). Choose zß and z'ß in Hß

such that pzß = yß and pz'ß = yß. Since (iii) holds, there is a wß in G[p] but not in

{Hß[p],S}. Set xß = zß + wß and x'ß = zß + wß. The set [xx,x'x~]xSß is linearly

independent and gx = xx or x'x satisfies conditions (a)-(d) for a ^ ß. Hence the set

L = [gJaeA is a linearly independent subset of G satisfying the conditions (a)-(d)

for each aeA. Since the set [xx,x'x\eA is linearly independent, the subgroup of G

generated by L and G[p] definitely depends on the choice, for each a, of gx = xx

or x'x. The proof is now complete.

Remark 2.2. If, in Lemma 2.1, K is a subgroup of G such that | K | < m, then

clearly yx and y'x can be chosen such that K C\ 2ZXEA({yx} + {y'x}) = 0. Hence

we may assume that K n {L} = 0.

Theorem 2.3. Let G be a reduced primary group having a countable basic

subgroup. If S is a proper dense subsocle of G such that \S\ = c, then S supports

2C isomorphically distinct pure subgroups of G.

Proof. Let [Hx\eA be a collection of not more than c pure subgroups of G

supported by S. Since 151 = c and since G has a countable basic subgroup,

| pH n S11 = c for any pure subgroup H of G supported by S. Thus conditions

(i)-(iii)of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied with m = c, so there are 2|/4' linearly independent
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subsets L = [gf]aeÁ of G satisfying the conditions (a)-(d) and such that no two

distinct such subsets generate with G[p] the same subgroup of G. Since {L}[p] ç S,

there is a pure subgroup HL of G supported by S and containing L. That distinct

L's cannot belong to a common pure subgroup HL follows immediately from the

fact that no two L's generate with G[p] the same subgroup of G. Hence S supports

(at least) 2 ''"pure subgroups of G; and, therefore, S supports 2C pure subgroups

ofG.

To complete the proof of the theorem, one need only observe that

|Hom(//,G)| = c

whenever H is a pure subgroup of G supported by S. It is enough to note that

Hom(//, G) can be imbedded in

Horn(B,G) s Z*   L* G[p"^,
n = 1     q(n)

where B is a basic subgroup of G and qin) is a countable cardinal for each positive

integer n.

Remark 2.4. By Remark 2.2, it is evident that, in Theorem 2.3, there exist

2C isomorphically distinct pure subgroups of G supported by S all containing

a common basic subgroup of G. In the sequel, we leave it to the reader to supply

similar remarks where appropriate (e.g. Theorems 4.1 and 6.3 below).

Corolary 2.5. Suppose that G is reduced and has a countable basic subgroup.

If S is a proper dense subsocle of G having cardinality c, then S supports a pure

subgroup of G which is not an endomorphic image ofG.

It was shown in [4] that high subgroups of a primary group need not be iso-

morphic; yet the question as to whether there was some reasonable uniqueness

theorem remained (see [8]). In that connection, we have

Corollary 2.6. Suppose that G is a reduced primary group with a countable

basic subgroup such that G1 ¥=0. If G is not a H-group, then in order for G to

have fewer than2c isomorphically distinct high subgroups, the continuum hypo-

thesis must be denied.

It is well known that the Ulm sequence (see [3]) of a countable reduced primary

group completely determines the structure of the group. It is, of course, also

known that the corresponding result does not hold for uncountable groups. Our

final theorem of this section demonstrates quite strikingly the deficiency of the

Ulm sequence of an uncountable primary group.

Theorem 2.7. Let Q be a limit ordinal of cardinality not exceeding c and

suppose that Gx (0 z% a < Q) is a sequence of unbounded primary groups without

elements of infinite height each having a countable basic subgroup. Then there
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exist 2°  isomorphically   distinct   reduced  primary  groups   each   having   Ga

(O 5Í a < Q) as its Ulm sequence.

Proof. Let Gn be a nonzero cyclic p-group. Then, by Theorem 38.2 in [3],

there is a reduced primary group G of length Í2 + 1 and cardinality c having

Ga (0 :g a z% ii) as its Ulm sequence. We can write G[p] = S + Gn[p~], where S is

a proper dense subsocle of G having cardinality c. Since G necessarily has a count-

able basic subgroup, S1 supports 2C isomorphically distinct pure subgroups of G.

Moreover, each of these pure subgroups is necessarily maximal in G with respect

to intersecting Gn trivially. Let H be any such pure subgroup of G. It is clear

that H has lengthQ, and it is not difficult to prove that H* is pure in Ga and that

G*IH" is divisible for each a < Q. It can then be shown easily that {H",G"+1}

is pure in G" for each a < £2. Since {//", G*+1} [p] = G*[p] for a < £2, it follows

that Ga = {Hx, Gx+1} for each a < £2. Therefore, for a < £2, we have

Hx = H*IH*+l = H*l(Ha n G* + 1) S Ga¡G° + i = Gx,

as desired.

3. Distinguished subsocles. Throughout this section, G will denote a primary

group without elements of infinite height and B will denote the torsion completion

of G, that is, B is a closed p-group containing G as a pure subgroup with B/G

divisible.

Definition 3.1. A subsocle S of G is said to be distinguished if {G[p], S} = 5[p],

where S is the closure of S in B.

A discrete subscole is distinguished if and only if G = B. The next theorem

gives a useful characterization in the case of nondiscrete subsocles and also pro-

vides us with an alternative intrinsic definition of distinguished subsocles as

opposed to the extrinsic one just given.

Theorem 3.2. A nondiscrete subsocle S of G is distinguished if and only if

the closure of H in G is pure whenever H is a pure subgroup ofG such that H[p]

is a dense subsocle of S.

Proof. Assume that S is a distinguished subsocle of G and let H be a pure

subgroup of G such that //[p] is dense in S. There will then be a direct summand

K of B which contains H as a dense subgroup and has £ as its socle. The closure

of Hin G is then just G C\K. Since S is distinguished, [G,K}[p~] = {G[p~\,K[pJ}

and this equality implies that GC\K is neat in K. But (Gr\K)[p~\ is dense in

K[p], and therefore G O K is pure in K. Thus, the closure G O K of H in G is a

pure subgroup of G.

Conversely, suppose the closure of each pure subgroup of G supported by

a dense subsocle of S is again a pure subgroup of G. Let H be a pure subgroup

of G such that H[p] is dense in S. Choose A to be a proper basic subgroup of H
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and let yeH be an element of order p2 not in A. Suppose that xeB[p]. We

can find a pure subgroup Ay of G such that Ay[p~\ = ^4[p] and such that x + y

is contained in the closure Ay of Ay in B. Then xe{G,Äy}. Since G (~\Ây is the

closure of Ay in G and is therefore pure in G, {G,Äy} [p] = {G[p],/4t[p]}. Hence

xe{G[p],/ii[p]} = {G[p\,S}, and we conclude that S is distinguished.

In [7] a quasi-closed primary group was defined to be a reduced primary group

in which the closure of each pure subgroup is again pure. Quasi-closed groups

are necessarily without elements of infinite height, and we have as an immediate

corollary of the foregoing theorem.

Corollary 3.3. G is quasi-closed if and only if each nondiscrete subsocle of G

is distinguished.

From Theorem 3.2 it follows that every distinguished subsocle must support

a pure subgroup. Indeed an even stronger result is implied.

Corollary 3.4. If H is a pure subgroup of G and if Sis a distinguished sub-

socle of G such that H[p] £ S, then S supports a pure subgroup of G which

contains H.

Proof. We can construct a direct sum A of cyclic groups in G such that

A(~\H = 0, A + H is pure in G and (A + H) [p] is a dense subsocle of S. The

closure M in G of A + H is pure since S1 is distinguished. We need only choose K

neat in M such that A + H £ K and K[p] = S.

As we have just shown, every distinguished subsocle supports a pure subgroup

Among those subsocles of G that do support pure subgroups, the next theorem

characterizes those that are distinguished.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the subsocle S of G supports a pure subgroup H

of G. Then S is a distinguished subsocle of G if and only ifG/H is the sum of

a closed p-group and a divisible group.

Proof. Let K be the closure of H in B. Since {G,K}/G is divisible, {G,K} is a

pure subgroup of B. If 5 is a distinguished subsocle of G, then

(G, K} [p] 2 {G[pl K[pj} = {G[pj, 3} = B[pl

and consequently {G,K} = B. Then G/(G nX)ï B/K is a closed p-group, and

(G n K)¡H is divisible since it is pure in K/H. It remains only to observe that

G/H sé{Gn K)IH + GI(G n K).
Conversely, suppose that G/H is the sum of a closed p-group and a divisible

group. Since (G n K)¡H = (G/H)1 is divisible, G OK is a pure subgroup of G.

Also, {G,K}¡K = G¡(Gr\K) is a closed p-group. But then {G,K}/K is a direct

summand of B/K; and, since B/G is divisible, it follows that {G,K} = B. From the

purity of G O K, we have
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■50] = [G,K}[p] = [G[plK[p]} = {G[plS};

and S is a distinguished subsocle of G.

Definition 3.6. A subsocle S of G is said to be semi-dense if p"G r\S is dense

in (p"G)[p~\ for some positive integer n. Just as in the case of dense subsocles,

it is evident that any semidense subsocle is distinguished. For subsocles of G which

are not semidense, we have the following.

Corollary 3.7. Let S be a subsocleofGwhich is not semielense. Then S is a

distinguished subsocle ofG if and only if the closure of S in G supports a pure

subgroup H of G such that G/H is an unbounded closed p-group.

Proof. Let S* be the closure of S in G. Then S is distinguished if and only if S*

is. Since S is not semidense, neither is S*. Now S* is distinguished if and only if it

supports a pure subgroup H of G such that G/H is the sum of a closed p-group

and a divisible group. Since S* is closed in G, H is likewise closed in G and there-

fore (G/H)1 = 0. Thus, S* is distinguished if and only if G/H is a closed p-group.

Finally, G/H is unbounded since S* is not semidense.

We conclude this section with a lemma which is needed to establish the main

theorem of the next section.

Lemma 3.8. Let K be a closed p-group with a countable basic subgroup and

suppose that S is a proper dense subsocle of K having cardinality c. Then S

supports 2C isomorphically distinct pure subgroups G of K such that no non-

distinguished, closed subsocle of G having cardinality c supports a pure sub-

group of G.

Proof. Let Jf 0 be the collection of all direct summands H of K such that

| pH nS\= c and {//[p], 5} # K[p~\. Since K has only c distinct direct summands,

| Jf o | z% c. Now let ff y be a collection of c distinct pure subgroups of K supported

by 5 and let #P be the union of ^f0 and Jf.. Since \Jif\ = c, by Lemma 2.1,

there are 2C linearly independent subsets L = [k¡f]HeX> of K such that for each

He*: (a) 0(kH) = p2, (b) kHe [H,K[p]}, (c) PkHeS, (d) kH${H,S}, and such

that no two distinct such subsets L generate with G[p~] the same subgroup of G.

For each L, let G be a pure subgroup of K such that L çz G and such that G[p~] = S1.

Now suppose that Tis a nondistinguished, closed subsocle ofG having cardinality

c. Assume that T supports a pure subgroup A of G and let H be the closure of A

in K. Then H is a member ofJ^0 ezz jf. Since T is closed in G, A is likewise closed

in G and therefore A = G n H. The purity of A then implies that

{//,G}[p] = {H[plG[p-}} = {H[plS}.

By (b), there is a z e K[p~\ and an he H such that kH = h + z. Then

ze{H,G}[p] = {H[plS},
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which implies that kHe {H,S}, in contradiction to (d). We conclude that T can

support no pure subgroup of G. Since we have 2° such pure subgroups G of K

the proof of the lemma is complete.

4. Essentially indecomposable groups. Examples of unbounded reduced primary

groups which are essentially indecomposable have been given previously in [1],

[7], and [12]. We are now in position to prove rather general existence theorems

for such groups.

Theorem 4.1. Let K be a closed p-group with a countable basic subgroup and

suppose that S is a proper dense subsocle of K having cardinality c. Then S

supports 2C isomorphically distinct essentially indecomposable pure subgroups

ofK.

Proof. By Lemma 3.8, there is a collection S of 2C isomorphically distinct

pure subgroups of K supported by S such that each member G of S has the prop-

erty that if T is any nondistinguished, closed subsocle of G having cardinality c,

then T does not support a pure subgroup of G. The proof of the theorem is com-

pleted by the observation that our Theorem 3.5 implies that any such G is essentially

indecomposable.

The following theorem can also be established by appropriately modifying

Lemma 3.8.

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a primary group without elements of infinite height

having a countable basic subgroup and suppose that S is a proper dense sub-

socle of G having cardinality c. Then S supports a pure subgroup H of G such

that if H = H y + H2, then one of H y and H2 is a direct summand of G having

cardinality less than c.

Corollary 4.3. Let Kbea closed p-group with a countable basic subgroup and

suppose that G is a dense pure subgroup of K such that |K"/G| = K0. If S is a

proper dense subsocle of G having cardinality c, then S supports a pure sub-

group of G which is essentially indecomposable.

5. Pure-complete groups. A primary group will be said to be pure-complete

if each of its subsocles supports a pure subgroup. Direct sums of cyclic groups

and quasi-closed groups are examples of pure-complete groups. It is clear that no

reduced primary group with elements of infinite height can be pure-complete. An

example of a primary group without elements of infinite height which is not

pure-complete was given in [11] and obviously our Lemma 3.8 implies the exis-

tence of such groups. Following Kolettis [10], we call a primary group semi-

complete if it is the direct sum of a closed p-group and a direct sum of cyclic

groups. It was shown in [6] that any semicomplete primary group is pure-complete

In this section, we generalize the just cited result in various ways.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that G and H are primary groups with H bounded and
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let S be a subsocle ofG + H. If A is a pure subgroup of G supported by S C\G,

then S supports a pure subgroup ofG + H which contains A.

Proof. {S, A} IA is a discrete subsocle of (G + H)/A and hence supports a pure

subgroup A'IA of (G + H)JA. Then A'[p~\ = S and A' is pure in G + II since A

and A'IA ate pure subgroups of G + if and (G + H)]A respectively.

A consequence of this lemma is

Theorem 5.2. If G is pure-complete and if II is a direct sum of cyclic groups,

then G + II is pure-complete.

Proof. Since H is a direct sum of cyclic groups, G + H is the union of a mono-

tone sequence of pure subgroups G + H„ with Hn bounded. Let S be a subsocle

of G + H and set S„ = Sn(G + H,J. Using Lemma 5.1 and the fact that G is

pure-complete, we can construct a monotone sequence of pure subgroups

An ç G + H„ such that An[p~\ = S„. Then A = |J„ m y An is a pure subgroup of

G + H supported by S.

Theorem 5.3. 7/G is pure-complete and if H is a closed p-group with finite

Ulm invariants, then G + H is pure-complete.

Proof. We may assume that G is without elements of infinite height. Now let

5* be a subsocle of G + H and let S" be the projection of S into G. Since G is pure-

complete, there is a pure subgroup A of G supported by S". Then S1 is contained

in the pure subgroup A + H, and it clearly suffices to show that S is a distinguished

subsocle of A + H. Let B be the torsion completion of A + H and note that

B = Ä + H, where Ä is the closure of A in B. Since H is a closed p-group with

finite Ulm invariants, its socle is compact. But then {5,H[p~\} contains 5' = Ä[jf].

Therefore £[p] = {S,H[pJ} and 5" is distinguished.

Corollary 5.4. If G is pure-complete and if H is a semicomplete primary

group with finite Ulm invariants, then G + H is pure-complete.

In spite of the foregoing results and the easily established fact that a direct

summand of a pure-complete group is pure-complete, the direct sum of two pure-

complete groups need not be pure-complete.

Example 5.5. Suppose that K is an unbounded closed p-group with a countable

basic subgroup. Then K contains a proper, dense pure subgroup G such that G is

a quasi-closed primary group and | G[p~\ | = c (see [7]). By Theorem 2.3, K

contains a pure subgroup H such that H[p] = G[p~\ and H % G. By Corollary 3.3,

H is also quasi-closed and therefore both G and H are pure-complete. However,

the subsocle S of G + H consisting of all? elements of the form (x, x) with

x e G[p~] = H[p] does not support a pure subgroup of G + H. Indeed, if A is a

pure subgroup of G + H supported by S, then it is easily seen that A is a sub-
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direct sum of G and // with zero kernels, contrary to the fact that G and H are

not isomorphic.

We can prove one further result which, in a certain sense, generalizes the fact

that semicomplete groups are pure-complete.

Theorem 5.6. // G„ is quasi-closed and a pure subgroup of Gn + 1 for each

positive integer n, then G = \J™= y G„ is pure-complete.

Proof. Let S be a subsocle of G and set Sn = S C\ Gn. Now if each Sn is discrete,

then S = (Jf= i Sn supports a direct sum of cyclic groups which is pure in G.

Otherwise, Corollary 3.4 can be applied to complete the proof in a manner similar

to the proof of Theorem 5.2.

In spite of the fact that most primary groups with rather simple structure seem

to be pure-complete, it appears that pure-complete groups are exceptional rather

than the rule. In particular, we do not know the answer, even in the case of

countable basic subgroups, to the following question.

Problem 5.7. Does every dense subsocle of a closed p-group support a pure

subgroup which is pure-complete?

6. Infinite primary groups without proper isomorphic subgroups. We shall say

that a group is without proper isomorphic subgroups if it is isomorphic to no

proper subgroup of itself. In order that an infinite reduced primary group be

without proper isomorphic subgroups it is necessary that it be unbounded,

uncountable, and have finite Ulm invariants. Crawley [2] and Pierce [12] have

indeed constructed infinite reduced primary groups without proper isomorphic

subgroups, and the purpose of this section is to give a more general and simpler

construction of such groups.

Lemma 6.1. // ep is an endomorphism of a closed p-group K such that

14>iK\j>_\) | < c> lhen (p"K)[p] ezz ker ep for some integer n.

Proof. If (p"K)[p~] $kerç6 for all n, then we can choose a sequence Xy,x2,---

of elements in K[p] such that x^kerep and h(xí+f)> hiepix,)) for each i. Let

y, = e¡)ix¡) and observe that the y, form a linearly independent subset of K[p].

Set S = E", {y,} and let £ denote the closure of 5 in K. Then | S\ = c and it is

easily seen that >?ç epiK[p~\).

Corollary 6.2. If ep is an endomorphism of a closed p-group K and if S is a

subsocle of K such that \K[p~]¡S\<c and \epiS)\<c, then (p K) [p] ezz ker ep

for some integer n.

Theorem 6.3. If K is a closed p-group with finite Ulm invariants and if S is

a proper dense subsocle of K such that \K[p~\¡S\ <c, then S supports a pure

subgroup of K which is without proper isomorphic subgroups.

Proof. Consider all endomorphisms ep of K such that (1) »^> | »S* is one-to-one
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(2) cp(S) S S and (3) for each n, cp\S np"K is not multiplication by a fixed con-

stant. Then index this collection of all such endomorphisms cpx by ordinals a < p,

where p does not exceed the first ordinal of cardinality c. Let S = S0 + (S r\ pK)

and choose z in X[p] but not in S. We wish to find, for each a < p., an xx and

a y„ in K such that (i) 0(xx) = 0(yx) = p2, (ii) pxx,pyxeS, (iii) cpx(xx) = yx + z

and (iv) the collection of all the xx,yx forms a linearly independent subset

of K.

Suppose that ß < p and assume that the xx,yx with the desired properties have

been chosen for all a < ß. Let H = S0 + p( 2Zx<ß({xx} + {yx})) and choose

V^SPipK such that S = H + V. Observe that |H|<c and |/C[p]/F|<c.

We wish to find a nonzero xeV such that {H,x,cpß(x)} = H + {x} + {cpß(x)}.

Assume that no such x exists. Then for each nonzero xeV there exists a unique

h e H and a unique nonnegative integer t < p such that cpß(x) = h + tx. It is easily

seen that t is independent of x and consequently the endomorphism \p = t — tpß

is such that \p(V)^ H. From Corollary 6.2, we conclude that (p"K)[p] Ç ketip

for some n, which however contradicts (3). Therefore there must exist a nonzero

xeV such that {H,x,cpß(x)} = H + {x} + {cpß(x)}. We need only choose xßeK

such that pxß = x and set yß = cpß(xß) — z.

Now let G be a subgroup of K which contains 2Zx<l¡({xa} + {yx}) and is maximal

in K with respect to G[p~\ =S. Gis then a pure subgroup of K with K/G divisible.

Observe that cpx(G) $ G for each a < p since cpx(xx) $ G. Suppose cp is a one-to-one

endomorphism of G. Since cp extends uniquely to an endomorphism of K, we may

assume that cp is itself an endomorphism of K. Since cp satisfies (1) and (2), but

cp # cpx for each a < p, there are integers n and t such that 0 < t < p and cp(x) = tx

for all xeSC\pnK = (p"G)[p~]. Let G = A + M, where M[p] = (p"G)[p] and

j4 is necessarily finite. Since cp | M[p] is multiplication by an integer prime to p,

cp(M) is a pure subgroup of G having the same socle as M. Hence G = A + cp(M)

and cp(G) = (An cp(G)) + cp(M). But

A S G/M S cp(G)lcp(M) ^Ar\ cP(G)

and, since /I is finite, we conclude that A = A n </>(G) and G = cp(G).

7. Reduced primary groups larger than their basic subgroups. Khabbaz [9] calls

a primary group starred if it satisfies any of several equivalent conditions, one of

which being that it has the same cardinality as its basic subgroups. Assuming the

generalized continuum hypothesis, we can generalize certain of our results—

Theorem 2.3, in particular—for reduced primary groups which are not starred.

Indeed, using the techniques of §2, we can prove

Theorem 7.1. If G is a reduced primary group containing a basic subgroup

B such that 2|B' < 2'G|, and if S is a proper dense subsocle of G having the same

cardinality as G, then S supports 2|c' isomorphically distinct pure subgroups ofG.
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Similarly, an appropriate generalization of Theorem 4.2 can be established.

However, in this more general context, specialization to closed p-groups no longer

leads to the existence of essentially indecomposable groups.
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